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What is The International Association for the Science of Reincarnation, (IASOR)?
In its simplest terms IASOR is a scientific think tank. It brings together the best minds on Earth
to solve our most difficult scientific issues. There are 3 facets to each issue, Research, learning
more, Implementation, applying our best solutions to the problems, and Education teaching
people how to act locally to solve these common issues so we can implement a global plan of
betterment based on the best measurements that we can produce.

The reason that it is called the International Association for the Science of Reincarnation is
that in cognitive research we are finding proof that our consciousness may not end with our
deaths. While more research is needed the planet itself needs a rebirth much like the
renaissance. If we are to return as is indicated by the math outlined in the science then we
should make the earth a nice place to come back to, not one with acidic oceans, fish filled with
plastic and farm animals filled with poisons from the pesticides. With the coming advent of
Artificial Intelligence becoming smarter than us and more dangerous we as a group (IASOR)
posit that a new world war has already begun and it is us against ourselves and us against the
planet and us against the coming AI which will be smarter and more dangerous than us all.

Who is attacking us? The planet itself. Does it matter is coastal flooding or enemy attack
displaces huge populations in India, Holland and South Carolina? Our defense forces should
protect us from attack and in this case the Army Corps of engineers should be dispatched to
build the best levees by the best design, in this case Holland has the world’s best design.
The 2% solution suggest we coop 2% of the world’s annual defense budget and cohesively
fight global warming with our defense forces. What would that look like? Who would design
this plan?
IASOR is a think tank. It seeks out scientists in each country to submit plans here on the IASOR
web site as to what the best use of those resources would be in each country, 195 plans, and
one for each country in the world. These plans are discussed on our reddit board

r/reincarnationscience so the best plan for costal defenses or cleaning the oceans or
preventing the type fires we see in California and Scandinavia can be vetted. These problems
cannot be solved with strategy at the local level but making everyone reinvent the wheel
instead of saying here is the best wheel you could have turns our individual action into better
individual action and present a cohesive united front against a foe that attacks us all.
The numbers, our gross military global budget is 1.6 trillion, 2% is $320 billion dollars that is
new funding with a force and equipment to implement this strategy.
Would anyone feel less safe if their country spent 2% less on weapons and took that 2% and
spent it right in their own country protecting the same people who paid the government their
taxes?
Let’s take an example Navies should be dispatched to protect us from acidic oceans, and fish
filled with plastic. Our suggestion is take 2% of the world’s naval defense budget and send that
global flotilla to get rid of the pacific garbage dump. It’s what our Navy was designed for,
protecting us. It’s a military operation and the 2% we take from our budget of defending us
from each other will protect us more by acting cohesively. Navies are supposed to run
operations to protect us, let them go do that and protect us all.

IASOR scientists design levees, make plans to clean to the earth, direct research into
consciousness and create a global plan for education, wellness and connectivity. They design
constitutions and their goal is to make the earth a better place to return to, and that is the
highest probability of what the math of this science shows that we will return to this earth.
The goal of our scientists is to use the best metric in designing what is best, so in designing
constitutions we look at the 10 best based on wellness of the population, on flood control we
do the same. So if you are design coastal flooding defenses in Miami or Bangladesh there is a
place to go to have leaders in the sciences review, comment and present the best plans.
Look around the website, IASOR is in its infancy.

